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Major changes in external imbalances have occurred in the world since the
late 1990s. The most acknowledged one has been the growing size of the
US current account deficit. This movement has been compensated for with
rising surpluses in East Asia, in Russia, and in the Middle East, and with
the vanishing of the aggregate deficit of Latin America. In 2003, individual
imbalances grew to −4.9 percent of GDP in the United States, −6 percent in
Australia, +10 percent in Taiwan, +11 percent in Hong Kong, +8.9 percent
in Russia, and +12.9 percent in Saudi Arabia. Hence, the mirror of US
imbalances has increasingly been located in emerging-market countries.

Another feature of the past decade has been the rise of foreign direct
investment to developing Asia, and the subsequent buildup of foreign
exchange reserves in this region. Indeed, Chinese official reserves have
become the second largest in the world (after Japan), with 12.5 percent of
world reserves at the end of December 2003, compared with only 6.4 percent
of world reserves at the end of December 1996.1

Consistently, emerging-market countries have been increasingly included
in the debate on exchange rate misalignments. This concern was manifest in
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the Boca Raton (Florida) statement of the Group of Seven (G-7) finance min-
isters on February 6–7, 2004: “In this context, we emphasize that more flexi-
bility in exchange rates is desirable for major countries or economic areas
that lack such flexibility to promote smooth and widespread adjustments in
the international financial system, based on market mechanisms.”2

This statement was not followed by action in Asian countries—especially
China—that have continued de facto or de jure to run fixed pegs on the US
dollar despite current account surpluses and capital inflows. However, the
G-7 was perhaps not the best group to issue such a statement, because
none of the Asian countries belongs to it. As Fred Bergsten (2004) has argued,
the right group would instead be the Group of Twenty (G-20), which was
created in 1999 to “promote cooperation to achieve stable and sustainable
growth that benefits all.” Inasmuch as persistent exchange rate misalign-
ments could be the source of a misallocation of resources, this should be
an issue discussed in G-20 meetings. Hence, Bergsten argues that “the G-20
should gradually but steadily succeed the G-7 as the informal steering com-
mittee for the world economy in addressing topics such as these, for reasons
of both effectiveness and political legitimacy.”3

Following this view, one is left with the difficult problem of providing
exchange rate benchmarks for the G-20 countries. In this chapter, we pre-
sent equilibrium effective exchange rates for a set of industrial as well as
developing countries, based on a methodology close to that used by
Enrique Alberola and colleagues (2002) and Alberola (2003), where the real
exchange rate is jointly determined by external balance as well as internal
balance. We then calculate equilibrium bilateral exchange rates against the
US dollar. Finally, we investigate the size of bilateral misalignments
depending on the number of flexible currencies within the G-20.

Real Effective Exchange Rates for the G-20

Research on real equilibrium exchange rates has followed two main avenues.
The first was launched by John Williamson (1983): The fundamental equi-
librium exchange rate (FEER) is defined as the real exchange rate that allows
both internal and external equilibrium. Internal equilibrium can be defined
using the concept of the nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment.
External equilibrium is more difficult to operationalize, because it corre-
sponds to a “sustainable” current account surplus or deficit. In practice, it
is necessary to define a current account target for each country. This method
has been widely applied (see, in particular, Wren-Lewis and Driver 1998).
Its main advantage is that the methodology is transparent and openly nor-
mative. Its main drawback is that it relies on price elasticities of trade that
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2. This quotation can be found at http://www.g7.utoronto.ca/finance/fm040207.htm.

3. Bergsten (2004, 5). See also O’Neill and Hormats (2004).



are difficult to estimate, and on current account targets that can be seen as
ad hoc assumptions. In addition, as Ronald MacDonald (1997, 7) puts it,
“The FEER approach per se does not embody a theory of exchange rate
determination. Nonetheless, there is the implicit assumption that the actual
real effective exchange rate, q, will converge over time to the FEER.”

The second research avenue relies on observed long-run relationships
between the real exchange rate and its determinants. This approach has
been proposed by MacDonald (1997) and Peter Clark and MacDonald (1998).
The behavioral equilibrium exchange rate (BEER) contains no assessment on
the sustainability of the exchange rate path. It is an equilibrium rate only
in the sense that the observed real exchange rate tends to come back to
the BEER after a shock, in the sense of the cointegration literature. The
misalignment is the difference between the actual exchange rate and the
exchange rate provided by the permanent part of the model, which can
incorporate a wide array of theories of exchange rate determination.

A number of researchers have developed approaches of the equilibrium
exchange rate that fall between the FEER and the BEER. This is the case, for
instance, of the natural real exchange rate approach (NATREX) introduced
by Jerome Stein (1994). As in the FEER approach, the NATREX is the
exchange rate that permits the attainment of both internal and external equi-
librium. However, the current account is modeled as the result of saving
and investment behavior, as in a BEER approach. Because consumption is
a positive function of the net foreign asset position (through a wealth
effect), it is possible to derive the equilibrium exchange rate by holding the
ratio of net foreign assets to GDP constant in the long run. The NATREX
also depends on productivity, which drives investment in the short run but
growth and savings in the long run.

Carsten Detken and colleagues (2002), among others, have applied the
NATREX methodology to the euro equilibrium exchange rate. The model
developed by Hamid Faruqee, Peter Isard, and Paul Masson (1999) also
falls between the two approaches, in that the current account target is deter-
mined by econometric estimation of saving and investment behavior rather
than a sustainability calculation.

Finally, a Balassa-Samuelson effect can be introduced either in the FEER
or in the BEER, by assuming the existence of two sectors in the economy.
The external equilibrium requirement then only applies to the tradable sec-
tor, whereas internal equilibrium must include a long-run productivity
drift on top of short- to medium-run demand effects.4

Here we follow a methodology close to that used by Alberola and col-
leagues (2002) and Alberola (2003), where the real exchange rate is jointly
determined by external balance as well as internal balance. The real
exchange rate is defined as the relative price of foreign currencies; hence,
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it rises when the domestic currency depreciates in real terms. The price
index at home and abroad is the geometric average of the price indices
of the tradable sector and of the nontradable sector. Assuming the share
of each sector is the same across countries, the real exchange rate can be
written as the geometric average of the foreign-to-domestic relative price
in the tradable sector and of the “internal” real exchange rate, that is, 
the ratio of domestic nontradable-to-tradable relative price to foreign
nontradable-to-tradable relative price.

The equilibrium relative price in the tradable sector is defined as the one
that allows the current account to reach a level that is consistent with
desired capital outflows or inflows, the latter being proportional to the dis-
crepancy between the desired and observed levels of the net foreign asset
(NFA) position.

The equilibrium internal real exchange rate stems from a Balassa-
Samuelson effect; that is, the relative price of domestic nontradable goods
rises when productivity in the tradable sector rises relative to world produc-
tivity. This very simple model leads to the following testable relationship:

where qt denotes the real effective exchange rate, nfat is the net foreign asset
position, and relpt stands for relative productivity in the tradable sector
compared to the nontradable sector, as a ratio of foreign relative produc-
tivity. We expect qt to fall (the real exchange rate to appreciate) when the
NFA position rises, because a lower trade account is needed to reach a
given current account due to higher interest receipts, and because desired
capital outflows are likely to diminish when the NFA position rises. The
real exchange rate is also expected to appreciate when relpt rises, because
this leads to a price increase in the nontradable sector, which experiences
wage increases without productivity gains.

We consider 15 currencies corresponding to Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, the eurozone, India, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, South Africa,
South Korea, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.5 Data
are annual and cover the period 1980 to 2001. The (log of the) real effective
exchange rate for each country is calculated as a weighted average of real
bilateral exchange rates, with consumer price indices.6 The weights rely on
the average geographic distribution of imports and exports of goods and ser-
vices during the period 1999–2001. We do not want to use the “rest of the

q f nfa relpt t t= ( ), ( )4.1
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5. Hence, our sample covers all G-20 countries except Russia and Saudi Arabia; France,
Germany, and Italy are grouped into the euro area.

6. Nominal exchange rates are taken from the IMF, International Financial Statistics database,
except the Chinese rate, which is taken from World Bank (1994) in order to include the non-
official exchange rate before 1994. The consumer price indices are from the World Bank, World
Development Indicators. For Argentina and Brazil, bilateral real exchange rates are taken from
the CHELEM database of the Centre d’Etudes Prospectives et d’Informations Internationales.



world” as a residual that would implicitly participate in the correction of
G-20 imbalances, despite its own balance of payments pattern. Introducing
the rest of the world as a residual would be especially misleading given the
world imbalance,7 and it is beyond the scope of G-20 meetings.8 Hence,
trade weights here are normalized to sum to 1.

The NFA position is obtained from the Lane and Milesi-Ferretti database.9
The stock data are updated using current accounts for 2000 and 2001. We
use the ratio of the NFA position to GDP. Finally, relative productivity is
proxied by the ratio of the consumer price index (CPI) to the producer price
index (PPI), denoted rpit in logarithms.10 This widely used approximation
stems from the idea that nontradable goods are included in the CPI but not
(or not much) in the PPI. Therefore, the Balassa-Samuelson effect, which
passes productivity growth differentials to the relative price of nontradable
to tradable goods, should be caught through this variable.

The euro nominal exchange rate before 1999 is calculated as a weighted
average of the 12 eurozone members. The weights used are the share of each
country in GDP at current exchange rates for each year of the sample. The
same calculation is performed for price levels. The NFA position is taken
from the European Commission (net international investment position)
from 1998. Before 1998, the variable is obtained by subtracting the current
account of the eurozone aggregate.

Panel unit root and cointegration tests were performed using the various
methodologies proposed in the literature (see, e.g., Pedroni 1996; Kao and
Chiang 2000). The series are found to be integrated of order 1 and cointe-
grated in the panel (see appendix 4A). Table 4.1 reports the cointegration vec-
tor obtained either with ordinary least squares (OLS) or the fully modified
OLS method (FM-OLS) introduced by Peter Phillips and Bruce Hansen
(1990). The two variables are significant and correctly signed; a rise in the
NFA position or in the CPI/PPI ratio leads to a real exchange rate apprecia-
tion. Moreover, the value of the parameter associated with rpi is close to −1,
as expected.

Using a unique panel equation for calculating equilibrium exchange rates
relies on the very strong assumption that the same behavior applies to all
countries. However, country-by-country estimates would be of poor econo-
metric significance because there are only 22 observations per country.
More important, the estimation period may not be representative of long-
term behavior in some countries. For instance, the “desired” NFA position
may in fact have moved in emerging-market countries, following capital lib-
eralization or structural reforms. This could well have led to a positive rela-
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7. Summing world current accounts tends to produce a world deficit.

8. This is true in the same way as China’s misalignment is out of the scope of G-7 meetings.

9. This database can be found at www.tcd.ie/iiis/plane/data.html.

10. PPIs are taken from the International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics. For
Argentina, Brazil, and Turkey, wholesale prices from national sources are used.



tionship between nfa and q (a fall in the NFA position being concomitant
with exchange rate appreciation). In a similar way, price liberalization may
have polluted the relationship between rpi and q. Such specific behaviors in
some countries in the past may have little to say about the future.

In addition, for world consistency, it is not possible to say that a rise in
the NFA position leads with opposite exchange rate reactions in two dif-
ferent countries, just because the NFA of one country should be reflected
in the NFAs of its partners. For all these reasons, we believe that working
on a single, panel equation is more appropriate for deriving a set of con-
sistent equilibrium exchange rates.11

In figure 4.1, the real equilibrium exchange rate calculated with the 
FM-OLS panel estimation is compared with the observed rate in each of the
15 countries. By construction, the average of both series over the whole
1980–2001 period is the same. This is due to the fact that the residuals of the
estimation have a zero average. Hence, it is implicitly assumed that the real
effective exchange rate was at its equilibrium level, on average, over this
period. The misalignments observed at any point in time are conditional on
this assumption.

For the whole period 1980–2001, the equilibrium real exchange rate
appears relatively stable in Canada, Mexico, the United States, and South
Africa. The result obtained for the United States may appear puzzling. It
stems from the offsetting effects of a fall in the NFA position (which depre-
ciates the equilibrium exchange rate) and of a rise in the CPI/PPI ratio
(which induces an appreciation), especially in the second half of the period.
Consistent with common wisdom, the US dollar appears overvalued from
1983 to 1986. It is undervalued from 1988 to 1995, and overvalued again
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11. Further discussion of “in-sample” versus “out-of-sample” estimations of equilibrium
exchange rates can be found in Egert, Lahrèche-Révil, and Lommatzsch (2004).

Table 4.1 Cointegration vector obtained with
either ordinary least squares (OLS)
or fully modified OLS (FM-OLS)
estimation in a panel context with
fixed effects

Variable OLS FM-OLS

q 1.0 1.0

nfa −0.4323 (−3.80) −0.6398 (−6.28)

rpi −0.8755 (−9.08) −0.9349 (−10.61)

q = real effective exchange rate
nfa = net foreign asset
rpi = relative productivity index

Note: t-statistics are given in parentheses.

Source: Authors’ calculations.
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Figure 4.1 Real effective exchange rates calculated using FM-OLS,
1980–2001
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from 1997 to 2001. The Mexican peso also appears to be overvalued at the
end of the period, whereas the Canadian dollar is undervalued due to a
sharp depreciation from 1996 to 2001.

Conversely, the real equilibrium exchange rate tends to appreciate dur-
ing the period in Argentina, China, Japan, South Korea, Turkey, and the
eurozone. This movement stems from rising NFAs in the eurozone, from a
rising CPI/PPI ratio in Argentina and Turkey, and from both effects in
China, Japan, and South Korea.

Finally, the depreciation of the equilibrium exchange rate during the
period is sizable in Australia, India, Indonesia, and the United Kingdom.
In all cases, the CPI/PPI ratio declines over the period. In all cases but the



United Kingdom (where a hump shape is observed), the NFA position also
declines over the period.

The case of Brazil is particular in that, except in 1989–1990, the equilib-
rium exchange rate seems to closely follow the observed exchange rate.
This movement mimics the CPI/PPI fluctuations, which are much larger
than in other countries. The results for Brazil should be handled with care.

The misalignments obtained for 2001 are summarized in table 4.2. There
is a symmetry between, on the one hand, the overvaluation of the US dollar
(14 percent) and of the pound sterling (17 percent), and on the other hand,
the undervaluation of the euro (17 percent), the Canadian dollar (15 percent),
the Chinese renminbi (16 percent), and the Indian rupee (16 percent). The
table shows a very large undervaluation in Indonesia and South Korea,
whereas the yen appears close to equilibrium in 2001.

As noted by Alberola and colleagues (1999), among others, the results for
effective equilibrium exchange rates, although interesting, are uninforma-
tive as regards the equilibrium position between pairs of countries. This
problem has become especially topical since the end of the 1990s, with Asian
countries coming back to de facto pegs on the US dollar. Hence, we now
proceed to the calculation of equilibrium bilateral exchange rates.

Equilibrium Bilateral Exchange Rates

The methodology for deriving bilateral exchange rates basically consists in
multiplying the vector of effective rates by the inverted matrix of the
weights (see appendix 4B). When necessary, the vector of bilateral rates
against the numeraire is ultimately converted into exchange rates against
the US dollar.
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Table 4.2 Real exchange rate misalignments, 2001
(percent)

Overvalued currencies Undervalued currencies

Argentina −13.0 Brazil 2.2

Australia −2.3 Canada 15.1

United Kingdom −16.6 China 16.2

Mexico −26.2 Indonesia 31.4

United States −14.2 India 16.4

Japan 1.3

South Korea 28.2

Turkey 11.2

South Africa 33.1

Eurozone 16.8

Source: Authors’ calculations.



Because we work in a closed, G-20 framework, there is no “rest of the
world.” Hence, each of the 15 effective exchange rates is a weighted aver-
age of 14 bilateral rates. This means that, when moving to bilateral rates,
one of the 15 currencies must be selected as the numeraire. In the deriva-
tion of bilateral rates, the misalignment in effective terms for this currency
will not be accounted for. Hence, the choice of the numeraire is of high
importance. In the following, we successively use different numeraires and
compare the results.

The Dollar as the Numeraire

Here we calculate equilibrium bilateral exchange rates against the dollar
when taking the dollar as the numeraire. It should be kept in mind that this
amounts to neglecting the misalignment of the effective rate of the dollar in
the calculation. The results are displayed in figure 4.2. Contrasting to effec-
tive rates, there is no equality between average equilibrium and average
observed bilateral rates. For instance, one currency can be systematically
undervalued against the US dollar (provided it is systematically overvalued
against another currency). However, in practice, the shape of equilibrium
bilateral rates against the US dollar is generally close to that of the effective
rate. The United Kingdom is an exception, with a stable equilibrium rate
against the US dollar despite the depreciating trend in effective terms.

Table 4.3 reports the bilateral misalignments in 2001. All currencies but
the Mexican peso appear undervalued against the US dollar, which means
that the US dollar is overvalued against all currencies but the peso. We then
calculate the bilateral real exchange rate variations between 2001 and 2003
to obtain an estimate of misalignments in 2003, provided the equilibrium
exchange rate stayed at its 2001 level. Given its strong appreciation between
2001 and 2003, the euro appears undervalued by only 7.6 percent in 2003
compared with 30.5 percent in 2001. Canada, Indonesia, and South Korea
also reduce their amount of undervaluation. The British pound switches
from undervaluation in 2001 to overvaluation in 2003, whereas the under-
valuation of the yen remains stable at about 22 percent. The large under-
valuation of the Chinese currency (44.0 percent) was slightly larger still in
2003 (47.3 percent), given the peg on the dollar and low inflation differen-
tial between China and the United States over this period. Finally, the case
of Argentina is puzzling, with a huge undervaluation due to the fall of the
currency after the crisis. The hypothesis of a constant equilibrium exchange
rate between 2001 and 2003 is likely to be violated in this country, invali-
dating the 2003 estimated misalignment.

Alternative Numeraires

As was argued above, the effective misalignment of the numeraire cur-
rency is not taken into account in the derivation of bilateral misalignments.
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Figure 4.2 (continued )
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This means that using the US dollar as the numeraire may lead to mis-
leading results, because the dollar appears overvalued in effective terms in
2001 (table 4.2).

To quantify this problem, we calculated two additional sets of equilib-
rium bilateral rates. The first one uses the euro as the numeraire. The sec-
ond one uses the Turkish lira. Turkey is the country with the smallest share
in the trade of its other G-20 partners (and it also appeared close to equi-
librium in 2003; see table 4.3). Hence, not accounting for Turkish misalign-
ments is unlikely to have a major distortionary impact on other bilateral
rates. For the sake of comparability, all bilateral rates are ultimately con-
verted into bilateral rates against the US dollar using the corresponding
equilibrium dollar-euro or dollar-lira exchange rate. In fact, the misalign-
ments obtained with the euro and with the Turkish lira as the numeraire
are very close to each other. Hence, table 4.4 reports only the misalign-
ments with the euro as the numeraire in 2001 and 2003 (along with the
results already presented in table 4.3).

When the euro is used as the numeraire, the dollar-euro rate appears at
equilibrium in 2003, whereas a slight undervaluation of the euro remains in
2003 when the dollar is used as the numeraire. This difference can be related
to the fact that the amount of euro undervaluation in effective terms in 2001
is lower than the amount of dollar overvaluation (table 4.2); hence, neglecting
euro undervaluation in effective terms leads to lower euro undervaluation
against the dollar than when the dollar’s effective overvaluation is neglected.

Another reason for this difference is the fact that the (normalized) share
of the United States in eurozone trade (28.9 percent) is higher than the share
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Figure 4.2 Equilibrium bilateral exchange rates against the dollar,
1980–2001 (continued )

RER = real exchange rate

Note: Rise = depreciation.
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Table 4.3 Bilateral misalignments against the US dollar, 
2001 and 2003 (percent; numeraire = US dollar)

Real exchange 
variation Misalignment in 2003

Country or Misalignment in between based on 2001 
region 2001 2001 and 2003 equilibrium rate

Argentina 17.8 74.7 92.5
Australia 21.0 −24.5 −3.5
Brazil 19.2 8.3 27.4
Canada 19.0 −11.2 7.8
China 44.0 3.3 47.3
Eurozone 30.5 −22.9 7.6
India 37.6 −5.5 32.0
Indonesia 54.6 −31.7 22.9
Japan 21.8 0.3 22.1
Mexico −22.0 8.9 −13.1
South Africa 54.9 −22.9 32.0
South Korea 48.0 −10.4 37.5
Turkey 36.3 −35.6 0.7
United Kingdom 8.8 −13.3 −4.4

Note: A positive sign denotes an undervaluation.

Source: Authors’ calculations.

of the eurozone in US trade (19.3 percent). Hence, a smaller adjustment in
the dollar-euro exchange rate is needed to reach the equilibrium effective
rate of the euro than the equilibrium effective rate of the dollar. For other
countries, the difference between the two calculations is quite small.

The Number of Adjustees

As was stressed at the start of the chapter, one central argument in the
debate on exchange rate misalignments is the fact that the lack of adjust-
ment in some countries may magnify the burden of the adjustment for
other countries. Indeed, the equilibrium bilateral exchange rate calculations
proposed in the previous section implicitly assume that all exchange rates
adjust simultaneously. In this section, we try to quantify the impact of
some countries’ refraining from letting their real exchange rate adjust.

To this end, several sets of equilibrium bilateral exchange rates are calcu-
lated depending on the number of currencies that are flexible. Equilibrium
bilateral rates are calculated in the same way as in the previous section.
However, the country that does not allow for exchange rate adjustment is
removed from the calculations: Its effective real exchange rate does not
participate in the correction of imbalances; remaining bilateral exchange
rates adjust to move remaining effective exchange rates to their equilibrium
values. Five scenarios are compared:

� S0 is the benchmark scenario where all currencies adjust.

� S1: All currencies but the renminbi adjust.



� S2: The currencies of emerging-market Asian countries (China, India,
Indonesia, and South Korea) do not adjust.

� S3: Asian currencies (China, India, Indonesia, South Korea, and Japan)
do not adjust.

� S4: Only G-7 currencies (US dollar, Canadian dollar, euro, yen, and
pound sterling) adjust.

As in the previous section, we proceed by inverting the system of equi-
librium effective rates. We assume that nonadjusters have fixed exchange
rates against the US dollar. As is detailed in appendix 4B, when the US dol-
lar is used as the numeraire, this amounts to removing both the rows and
the columns corresponding to nonadjusters, which means that their effec-
tive misalignment is no longer taken into account in the calculation, and
that their bilateral rates against the numeraire (the US dollar) are fixed.

When the euro is used as the numeraire, the bilateral rates to be held con-
stant are not bilateral rates against the numeraire (ei) but bilateral rates
against the US dollar (ei − eD). For instance, the renminbi-euro rate (eY) moves
exactly like the dollar-euro rate (eD). Once again, the rows and columns cor-
responding to nonadjusters must be removed. But now, the corresponding
weights must be transferred to the US dollar column (see appendix 4B).
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Table 4.4 Bilateral misalignments against the US dollar, 
2001 and 2003 (percent)

Real
exchange Misalignment in 2003
variation based on 2001

Misalignment in 2001 between equilibrium rate
Country or Dollar as Euro as 2001 and Dollar as Euro as
region numeraire numeraire 2003 numeraire numeraire

Argentina 17.8 12.8 74.7 92.5 87.5
Australia 21.0 17.3 −24.5 −3.5 −7.2
Brazil 19.2 15.1 8.3 27.4 23.4
Canada 19.0 18.1 −11.2 7.8 6.9
China 44.0 40.8 3.3 47.3 44.1
Eurozone 30.5 22.0 −22.9 7.6 −0.9
India 37.6 33.2 −5.5 32.0 27.6
Indonesia 54.6 51.1 −31.7 22.9 19.4
Japan 21.8 18.8 0.3 22.1 19.1
Mexico −22.0 −22.7 8.9 −13.1 −13.9
South Africa 54.9 49.6 −22.9 32.0 26.7
South Korea 48.0 44.9 −10.4 37.5 34.5
Turkey 36.3 29.6 −35.6 0.7 −6.0
United Kingdom 8.8 2.6 −13.3 −4.4 −10.7

Note: A positive sign denotes an undervaluation.

Source: Authors’ calculations.



The impact of the lack of adjusters on remaining misalignments is
ambiguous. Suppose, for instance, that the renminbi is fixed against the
US dollar. When depreciating toward equilibrium, the dollar must depre-
ciate more against the euro because it does not depreciate against the ren-
minbi. To put the same point a different way, the euro has to appreciate
more against the dollar if the renminbi does not adjust. However, if the
problem were that the dollar was undervalued, the euro would need to
depreciate less against the US dollar when the renminbi appreciates with
the dollar. In general, then, the impact of the lack of adjusters is an empir-
ical question.

The results for the G-7 currencies with the two alternative numeraires
are displayed in table 4.5. Consistent with the above reasoning, the over-
valuation of the dollar against the euro is larger when some adjusters are
lacking if the euro is taken as the numeraire, but smaller if the dollar is
taken as the numeraire. The latter result comes from the fact that the euro
is undervalued in effective terms: If the renminbi does not appreciate, then
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Table 4.5 Bilateral misalignments against the US dollar 
in the various scenarios (percent)

Real
exchange

rate
variation

Misalignment in 2001 between Misalignment in 2003
Country or Numeraire Numeraire 2001 and Numeraire Numeraire
region Scenario � euro � dollar 2003 � euro � dollar

Canada S0 18.1 19.0 −11.2 7.0 7.8
S1 18.2 17.5 −11.2 7.0 6.3
S2 18.2 17.6 −11.2 7.0 6.4
S3 18.2 17.1 −11.2 7.0 5.9
S4 18.2 17.9 −11.2 7.0 6.7

Eurozone S0 22.0 30.5 −22.9 −0.9 7.6
S1 32.4 24.9 −22.9 9.6 2.1
S2 32.2 25.7 −22.9 9.3 2.8
S3 38.4 24.0 −22.9 15.5 1.2
S4 31.3 27.2 −22.9 8.5 4.3

United Kingdom S0 2.6 8.9 −13.3 −10.7 −4.4
S1 9.2 3.7 −13.3 −4.1 −9.6
S2 9.0 4.4 −13.3 −4.2 −8.8
S3 12.9 2.8 −13.3 −0.4 −10.5
S4 8.7 5.8 −13.3 −4.6 −7.5

Japan S0 18.8 21.8 0.3 19.1 22.1
S1 16.1 14.0 0.3 16.4 14.3
S2 16.4 14.9 0.3 16.6 15.2
S3 16.5 15.6 0.3 16.7 15.8

Note: A positive sign denotes an undervaluation.

Source: Authors’ calculations.



the needed appreciation of the euro against the US dollar (which is taken
as the numeraire) is smaller because there is no depreciation against the
renminbi.

Hence, the magnification or dampening effect of fewer adjusters depends
on the numeraire chosen, that is, on whether the analysis focuses on an
overvalued currency (the US dollar) or on an undervalued one (the euro).
However, the sensitivity of the dollar-euro misalignment to the lack of
adjusters is weaker in the dampening case than in the magnification one, so
that it is likely that fewer adjusters will magnify the needed dollar-euro
adjustment. This feature can be related to the fact that, as mentioned above,
bilateral trade between the eurozone and the United States is more impor-
tant for the eurozone than it is for the US economy. Hence, what happens
in the rest of the world impacts more on the dollar-euro misalignments
when focusing on the US imbalance (with the euro as the numeraire) than
on the eurozone imbalance (with the US dollar as the numeraire).

It has been argued above that the dollar-euro exchange rate was close
to equilibrium in 2003. This corresponds to the baseline scenario (S0). The
lack of adjustment from China and other Asian countries leads to a resid-
ual undervaluation of the euro that can be as large as 16 percent in the
calculation with the euro as the numeraire if the yen does not adjust. Inter-
estingly, the bulk of this effect comes from China, because that is where
undervaluation was largest in 2003 (see table 4.3). Indeed, scenarios S1 to S4
appear relatively close to each other in the second half of the period because
they are dominated by the lack of adjustment in China. It is less the case in
the 1990s where scenarios S1, S2, and S3 clearly fall between S0 and S4 (see
figure 4.3).

Turning to other G-7 currencies, it is worth noting that with the euro as
numeraire the lack of adjusters largely eliminates the overvaluation of the
pound sterling against the US dollar found in the baseline scenario in 2003.
In the case of Japan, the lack of appreciation in other Asian countries
reduces the needed appreciation of the yen against the US dollar. This is
because the effective exchange rate of the yen is close to equilibrium: If
Asian currencies appreciate, then the yen needs to appreciate against the
US dollar to keep the effective rate stable, but this is no longer necessary if
Asian currencies do not appreciate. Finally, the impact of a reduced num-
ber of adjusters is negligible for Canada due to the overwhelming share of
the US dollar in the effective exchange rates (81.7 percent in our normalized
database), which leaves little room for an impact of other bilateral rates.

It has been found above that the lack of adjusters has an ambiguous
impact on the equilibrium dollar-euro rate depending on the numeraire
(euro vs. dollar), but that the magnifying effect is likely to dominate. This
point can be checked by using a third currency as the numeraire. One can-
didate is the Turkish lira because Turkey’s share in US and eurozone
trade is small. Another candidate is the yen, which is the currency clos-
est to its equilibrium level (in effective terms) in 2001. The results (table 4.6)
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Figure 4.3 Adjustment scenarios for selected Group of Seven 
currencies (numeraire = euro,1980–2001) (continued )
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confirm that having fewer adjusters tends to raise the bilateral dollar-euro
misalignment. As expected, the difference across the scenarios is smaller
when the yen or the Turkish lira is the numeraire. The difference across the
scenarios is especially small when the yen is used as the numeraire. Hence,
one should not exaggerate the “burden-sharing” argument according to
which a lack of adjusters magnifies the dollar-euro misalignment.

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have tried to produce a quantitative analysis of exchange
rate misalignments in a closed G-20 framework. The first step consists in
estimating real effective equilibrium rates based on the same model
through a panel cointegration approach on 15 of the G-20 currencies. This
first step is useful in that it provides a quantification of misalignments for
each country. However, the policy discussion needs to translate effective
misalignments into bilateral misalignments. This is the second step, which
consists in deriving the full set of bilateral misalignments on the basis of
effective misalignments.

This second step is difficult, because only n − 1 independent bilateral rates
can be derived from a set of n effective rates. One solution is to add an nth
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Table 4.6 Bilateral misalignments against the US dollar 
in 2001 depending on the numeraire

Country or Numeraire
region Scenario Euro Dollar Turkish lira Yen

Canada S0 18.1 19.0 18.2 18.2
S1 18.2 17.5 18.2 18.1
S2 18.2 17.6 18.2 18.1
S3 18.2 17.1 18.2 n.a.
S4 18.2 17.9 18.2 18.2

Eurozone S0 22.0 30.5 23.8 27.5
S1 32.4 24.9 30.7 27.2
S2 32.2 25.7 30.6 27.4
S3 38.4 24.0 34.7 n.a.
S4 31.3 27.2 30.2 28.1

United Kingdom S0 2.6 8.9 2.9 6.0
S1 9.2 3.7 8.8 5.9
S2 9.0 4.4 8.8 6.1
S3 12.9 2.8 12.2 n.a.
S4 8.7 5.8 8.5 6.7

Japan S0 18.8 21.8 18.9 n.a.
S1 16.1 14.0 16.0 n.a.
S2 16.4 14.9 16.3 n.a.
S4 16.5 15.6 16.4 n.a.

n.a. = not available

Source: Authors’ calculations.



currency representing the rest of the world. However, this solution means
that G-20 countries transfer to third countries the burden of overall adjust-
ment. Keeping the analysis within G-20 boundaries implies choosing one of
the G-20 currencies as the numeraire, which means that the effective mis-
alignment of this currency will be dropped in the calculation of bilateral rates.

By using various alternative numeraires, we can show the diagnosis of
bilateral misalignments to be robust for most currencies. However, such
diagnosis assumes a simultaneous adjustment of all G-20 currencies. One
main point of debate in the early 2000s has been the lack of adjustment of
some G-20 currencies. The last step of this chapter is to quantify the impact
of such a lack of adjustment on bilateral misalignments for other currencies.

On the whole, the analysis suggests that the dollar-euro exchange rate
was close to equilibrium in 2003, conditional on the acceptance, by China
and other Asian countries, of a rather large undervaluation of their own cur-
rencies against the US dollar. We also show that the lack of adjustment in
Asia tended to magnify the dollar’s overvaluation in 2001, and to a lesser
extent in 2003. However, this effect is less general than might be believed,
because the lack of appreciation of Asian currencies also helps the euro to
reach its equilibrium level in effective terms. And in the case of Japan, the
lack of adjusters reduces the amount of the yen-dollar misalignment
because the yen is found to be close to equilibrium in effective terms in 2001.
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Appendix 4A
Unit Root and Cointegration Results
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Table 4A.2 Pedroni panel cointegration tests
Panel cointegration tests: Group mean cointegration tests:

q � f (nfa,rpi ) q � f (nfa,rpi )
Nonparametric Parametric Nonparametric Parametric

v-test � test t-test t-test � test t-test t-test

2.9013* −1.0187 −0.9223 −1.6543* 0.0204 −0.7972 −1.5402
(0.0018) (0.1542) (0.1782) (0.0490) (0.5081) (0.2126) (0.0617)

Note: p-values are given in parentheses. An asterisk indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis of
no cointegration at the 5 percent significance level (p-value less than 0.05).

Sources: Pedroni (2004) and authors’ calculations.

Table 4A.1 Panel unit root tests
Variable LM t-bar LL MW

q −0.2575 −0.6299 −0.0882 32.929
(0.6016) (0.2643) (0.4648) (0.3256)

nfa 0.8601 −0.7863 0.7692 36.955
(0.1948) (0.2158) (0.7791) (0.1784)

cpi/ppi 1.0819 −1.8343 −1.0167 52.384
(0.1396) (0.0333)* (0.1546) (0.0061)*

LL = Levin and Lin (1992) test
LM = Lagrange multiplier test (Im, Pesaran, and Shin 2003)
MW = Maddala and Wu (1999) test
t-bar = group mean t-bar test (Im, Pesaran, and Shin 2003)

Note: p-values are given in parentheses. An asterisk indicates the rejec-
tion of the unit root null hypothesis at the 5 percent significance level 
(p-value less than 0.05).

Source: Authors’ calculations.



Appendix 4B
From Effective to Equilibrium Bilateral Exchange Rates

The logarithm of the real effective exchange rate for country i, qi, is the
trade-weighted average of the log of bilateral exchange rates of country i
against trade partners j:

where ei is the log of the bilateral exchange rate of country i against the
numeraire currency, and wij denotes the share of country j in the trade of
country i. Note that the sum of the weights is equal to 1, that is, wij = 1.

Let Q be the vector of the 15 real equilibrium effective exchange rates
previously estimated, and let E be the vector of the 15 equilibrium bilateral
real exchange rates. As suggested by Alberola and colleagues (1999), it is
possible to express Q, with the numeraire currency being the last element,
in terms of E as follows:

where W is the (15 × 15) trade matrix and I is the identity matrix of 
order 15.

Because (I − W) contains only 14 independent exchange rates, it must be
singular. To circumvent this problem, we have to eliminate the redundant
multilateral exchange rate. To do so, we remove the row and the column
corresponding to the numeraire currency, and the remaining 14 multilat-
eral exchange rates are expressed relative to the numeraire. We can write

where the asterisk indicates that the row and column corresponding to the
numeraire currency have been removed. The vector of equilibrium bilat-
eral real exchange rates, denoted as E*, is thus given by

Suppose that one country, z, keeps a fixed exchange rate against the
numeraire. We have ez = 0. According to equation 4B.1, we have

The effective exchange rate of country z reflects only the exchange rates
of third currencies against the numeraire. The effective exchange rates of
other currencies qi are also given by applying equation 4B.1:

q e w ei i zj j

j z

= −
≠
∑ . ( )4B.6

q w ez zj j

j i

= −
≠

∑ . ( )4B.5

E I W Q* * *. ( )= −( ) −1 4B.4

Q I W E* * * ( )= −( ) 4B.3

Q I W E= −( ) ( )4B.2

j
∑

q w e e e w ei ij i j

j

i ij j

j i

= −( ) = −∑ ∑
≠

( )4B.1
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Hence, the vector of flexible bilateral rates against the numeraire is
obtained by inverting the system of 13 effective rates (14 currencies less
currency i) ∼Q* in terms of the 13 floating bilateral rates ∼E*:

where a tilde (∼ ) means that the row and column corresponding to the fixed
currency have been removed. If more than one currency keeps a constant
exchange rate against the numeraire, the same methodology applies with
a reduced system size.

Now suppose that one country, z, fixes its exchange rate not against the
numeraire but against a third currency, h. Hence, we have ez − eh = 0. In this
case, the effective rate of z is given by

The effective rates of other currencies are given by

The wizeh term comes from the fact that currency z is no longer fixed
against the numeraire. For instance, a depreciation of currency h against
the numeraire (rise in eh) does not have a one-for-one impact on the effec-
tive rate of h (qh) because currency h does not depreciate against z. The vec-
tor of bilateral rates is now given by the following 13 × 13 system:

where ∼Y is a matrix with zeros everywhere but in a column containing the
share of z in trade of each country in row (wiz). This column is located in the
same place as the column containing the share of h in the trade of each
country (wih) in

∼W:

This correction of the system amounts to considering an “h monetary
zone,” which includes currency z and whose impact on each effective rate
qi depends on the sum of the cumulated weights of h (wih) and of z (wiz). The
same methodology applies to more than one nonadjuster: The corre-
sponding rows and columns are removed, and the weights are added to
that of the anchor currency h in the trade matrix.
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